Biarri Autumn Internship 2016 - Position Description

Position Title
Network Planner

History

Biarri Networks has developed some awesome software that uses sophisticated mathematics to figure out the fastest and cheapest way to build things like Fiber Optic Networks for fast Internet Access.

Basically, we are a growing Aussie company that is helping Telcos around the world to bring faster, cheaper internet to planet earth.

Core Duties

You will use powerful mathematics-based software to design fiber optic networks around the world.

This will involve taking a set of geospatial data and putting it through our software toolkit to generate optimised designs of networks. You will be exposed to manipulation of geospatial data, programming for data, and fibre optic network designs.

You will work as part of a team consisting of like-minded, smart people; working together to produce the best quality output in the shortest time frame. There is no problem we can’t solve for our customers. This involves constant innovation and collaboration to evolve workflows and toolkits to improve the team’s performance.

How will I know if I am right for the job?

- I like to work as part of a team
- I believe that if it's worth doing, it's worth automating and improving
- I like writing code & rolling out tools to make my team's life easier
- I do everything with passion, especially serving my customers
- I get my head around the toolset provided quickly to optimise my workflow
- I love learning and I habitually read, view, research and discuss to continue to improve
- I love being challenged and I never give up
- I am an aggressive thinker & I am comfortable being over my head
- I recognise that life is short and I want to be part of something extraordinary